
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

Monastier di Treviso, October 15rd 2013 

 
TEXA OFFICIAL SUPPLIER OF THE BMW GROUP 

BMW recommends TEXA’s KONFORT 770S aircon service 
equipment to its workshops for air conditioning maintenance. 

 

TEXA receives yet another confirmation of the quality of its products: it has now become 

an official supplier of the BMW Group. The  KONFORT 770S aircon service equipment, 

specifically developed based on the needs and requirements of German manufacturing 

companies and designated for the recently introduced refrigerant R1234yf, after a strict 

series of tests, has in fact gained the utmost appreciation from the technicians of BMW 

for its efficiency, quality, and assistance.  

 

Having obtained such important recognition, the KONFORT aircon service equipment can 

now boast of having the approval of virtually all the vehicle manufacturing companies 

that use the new ecological refrigerant  that complies with European Community 

standards. 

 

Presented at the International Show in Frankfurt in 2010, the KONFORT line of aircon 

service equipment, which includes an astonishing six models, has been able to maintain 

its hold on the international market, also thanks to advanced technological solutions, 

protected by several international patents.  The 770S version, in particular, is serially 

equipped with a sophisticated refrigerant identifier that checks the purity of the 

refrigerant, preventing harmful gas contamination, and thereby guaranteeing  the 

operator maximum safety. 

 

The KONFORT stations are manufactured in Northern Italy, in a state-of-the-art 

establishment with automated systems, a guarantee of the highest level of quality and 

reliability.   
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TEXA was founded in 1992 and is today Europe's top name in the design, production and sale of multi-brand 
diagnostic tools, exhaust gas analysers, air conditioning maintenance stations, remote diagnosis devices for 
cars, bikes, trucks, agricultural vehicles and marine engines. TEXA is present all over the world with a 
widespread net of dealers: it commercialises directly in Spain, France, the U.K., Germany, Poland, Russia, the 
United States and Japan thanks to its branches. Currently TEXA has approximately 450 employees worldwide; 
the manpower is young (the average age is 30), 45% of which have a university degree and among these 
about 100 are engineers and specialised technicians dedicated to Research and Development. 


